FABRICS & FABRIC COVERED ITEMS
(Examples: bags, purses, wallets, microfiber cloth, towels, neoprene items, mousepads, etc.)

General Sublimation Instructions

Pressing Instructions:
Preheat press to 390°F, Adjust pressure to Medium *, Heat for 45 seconds. (See The Vapor Foam instructions for specifics on the Vapor Apparel shirts).

Possible Equipment needed:
Standard Flat Heat Press, Teflon Sheet(s), Blowout Paper, Heat Tape and/or Repositionable Adhesive Spray **

Sublimation Directions:
1. Lay a Teflon sheet or “blowout paper” on the bottom of your heat press.
2. Clean the surface of your product with a Lint Roller to remove any fibers.
3. Place product on top of printed transfer and secure with heat tape or repositionable adhesive spray.
4. Place your product face up on the Teflon or blowout paper already on the heat press.
5. Cover with either blow-out paper or a second sheet of Teflon.
6. After pressing for the allotted time, open the press.

*Some neoprene items require heavier pressure
**Available at craft stores, some hardware stores or through an office supply company

Note: Some fabric items such as oven mitts, hot pads, face masks/coverings, etc. may be prone to creasing on some parts of the fabric surfaces due to the sewing along seams and edges of the products.

To help minimize or eliminate creasing issues, it is recommended to lay the product as flat as possible onto the transfer paper, while lightly stretching the fabric surface of the product. Once the product is laid as flat as possible, then secure the product to the transfer paper with heat tape.

To help ensure the fabric surface stays in place on the transfer paper, a light misting of light-duty spray adhesive can be applied to the transfer paper before placing the lightly stretched fabric product onto the transfer sheet.